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G E O C H E M I S T R Y

Sulfur disproportionation in deep COHS slab fluids 
drives mantle wedge oxidation
Andrea Maffeis1*, Maria Luce Frezzotti2*, James Alexander Denis Connolly3,  
Daniele Castelli1, Simona Ferrando1

Sulfur degassed at volcanic arcs calls for dissolved sulfate ions (S6+) released by subduction- zone fluids, oxidizing 
(in association with carbon) the subarc mantle, but sulfur speciation in subduction fluids at subarc depths remains 
unclear. We apply electrolytic fluid thermodynamics to model the dissolution behavior of pyrite in metacarbonate 
sediments as a function of P, T and rock redox state up to 4.3 gigapascals and 730°C. At subarc depth and the redox 
conditions of the fayalite- magnetite- quartz oxygen buffer, pyrite dissolution releases oxidized sulfur in fluids by 
disproportionation into sulfate, bisulfite, and sulfide species. These findings indicate that oxidized, sulfur- rich 
carbon- oxygen- hydrogen- sulfur (COHS) fluids form within subducting slabs at depths greater than 100 kilome-
ters independent from slab redox state and that sulfur can be more effective than the concomitantly dissolved 
carbon at oxidizing the mantle wedge, especially when carbonates are stable.

INTRODUCTION
Magmas at convergent margins are more oxidized than those gener-
ated at mid- ocean ridges and release CO2 and SO2 to the atmosphere 
by volcanic emissions (1–3), which are crucial climate- forcing gasses 
(4, 5). Their origin is intimately linked to subduction tectonics, re-
sponsible for cycling volatile elements into Earth’s mantle. Whether 
arc magma oxidized nature is acquired at the mantle source, by sub-
duction fluids, or later, on the ascent through the mantle and the 
crust is currently debated (6–11). The subarc mantle is generally 
more oxidized than the oceanic or ancient cratonic mantle (fig. S1) 
(12, 13). Redox- sensitive elements, such as C and S, transported by 
fluids released during deep subduction, can potentially generate the 
high redox conditions—expressed in terms of oxygen fugacity (fo2)—
proposed for the subarc mantle wedge (12, 13).

In subducting lithosphere, sulfur mineral stability depends on 
initial sulfur content, rock composition (e.g., serpentinites, eclogites, 
and metasediments), pressure- temperature (P-  T) path, and redox 
conditions. In serpentinites and eclogites, thermodynamic modeling 
predicts pyrrhotite at forearc conditions (14–17). In eclogites and 
serpentinites, pyrite is thermodynamically predicted to be the most 
common sulfur phase at prevailing fo2 conditions during subarc 
metamorphism along cold subduction geotherms [<ΔFMQ + 1; fo2 
expressed as the logarithmic unit difference relative to the FMQ 
(fayalite- magnetite- quartz buffer)] (14–17). Anhydrite is predicted to 
be stable at markedly high fo2 conditions or above temperatures of 
the forearc to subarc transition (i.e., >ΔFMQ + 2) (14–16).

Field evidence in exhumed (ultra)high- pressure (HP/UHP) meta-
morphic rocks (i.e., eclogites, metasediments, and serpentinites ex-
humated from depths greater than 70 to 80 km) indicates that 
although pyrrhotite might be present in some serpentinites, pyrite 
(±chalcopyrite) is commonly present in association with carbonates 
(±graphite) in most rock types at subarc depths [e.g., (18–24)]. Sulfates, 
although present in sediments and altered oceanic crust (AOC) at 
the trench (25), are absent in the metamorphic record from the early 

subduction stages (20, 22, 24). This evidence led several researchers 
to propose that oxidized sulfur fluxes from the slab to the overlying 
mantle wedge, the source of arc magmas, could be negligible (23, 24, 
26). However, high S6+/Stot in HP/UHP slab fluids cast doubt on the 
view that reduced aqueous sulfur is released from pyrite dissolution. 
For example, sulfate and bisulfate are dominant sulfur species in 
aqueous fluid inclusions in exhumed metamorphic rocks, along with 
carbonate ions, CO2, and carboxylic compounds, often associated 
with microdiamonds (27, 28).

Although recent work has shed light on the oxidized carbon spe-
ciation in deep slab aqueous fluids at variable P-  T, rock composition, 
and, consequently, redox conditions [e.g., (26–32)], relatively few data 
are available on aqueous sulfur speciation, along deep subduction P-  T 
paths (14, 24, 33). Even less is known about the interplay of S and C in 
aqueous fluids in the deep subduction environment (15, 16), preventing 
us from fully understanding redox processes in the subarc mantle.

In this study, we explore, using electrolytic fluid thermodynamic 
modeling, the dissolution mechanisms and the redox- dependent 
speciation of S and C in aqueous fluids during subduction at subarc 
depths within carbonate metasediments in the fo2 range from 
ΔFMQ − 1 to ΔFMQ + 1. We performed deep fluid thermodynamic 
modeling in metasediments since these rocks, despite their small vol-
ume compared to the rest of the slab, potentially behave as powerful 
“oxidative fluid filters” (34) at the top of a downgoing slab, imprint-
ing their geochemical fingerprint to fluids leaving the slab (see 
Supplementary Text for further information) (34–36). We find that, 
as observed in further modeling in other slab lithologies, at high P 
and T (3 to 4.3 GPa and ~560° to 730°C), pyrite dissolution in aque-
ous fluids occurs by S1− disproportionation into sulfate, bisulfite, and 
sulfide species. Sulfur disproportionation in internally and exter-
nally derived slab COHS fluids expands the P-  T-  fo2 conditions for 
slab release of highly oxidizing fluids to the overlying mantle wedge.

RESULTS
S and C speciation in metacarbonate fluids
Tracing the speciation of metasedimentary sulfur and carbon in 
COHS fluid at depths first requires knowledge of the P-  T-  fo2 condi-
tions at which fluids equilibrated before entering the mantle wedge. 
Thus, we chose a UHP impure calcitic- dolomitic marble (sample 
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DM675) from the Dora- Maira Massif (DM; Western Alps) as a pos-
sible composition of a carbonate- rich metasediment (composing 
up to 72 vol % of the subducting sediments column) (37) along deep 
cold subduction path (38) (DM in Fig.  1A; compare fig.  S2 and 
tables S1 and S2; and see Supplementary Text). The rock consists of 
calcite (ex- aragonite), dolomite, forsterite, and diopside and has experi-
enced multiple syn- subduction carbonate dissolution- precipitation 
events (38–40).

We modeled equilibrium metacarbonate phase relations and fluid 
chemistry in the subarc segment of the DM P-  T path from 3 GPa (or 
about 100 km in depth) and 560°C to 4.3 GPa (or about 140 km in 
depth) and 730°C in a fo2 range relevant for monitoring pyrite and 
anhydrite dissolution at the redox conditions hypothesized to pre-
vail in metasediments (i.e., ΔFMQ − 1, FMQ, and ΔFMQ + 1; 
Fig. 1B; compare fig. S3A for the complete phase diagram). Arago-
nite and dolomite are stable at the investigated P-  T-  fo2 conditions. 
In contrast, anhydrite substitutes pyrite at ΔFMQ + 0.5 at 560°C and 
3 GPa and right above the FMQ at 730°C and 4.3 GPa (Fig. 1B). In 
metacarbonates, high Ca contents expand anhydrite stability field to 
more reduced conditions, unlike mafic and ultramafic rocks (16, 41).

Carbonate and anhydrite/pyrite dissolution modeling (Fig. 1B) 
reveals a decoupled—P-  T-  fo2–dependent—C and S solubility and 
speciation in the aqueous fluid. Along the considered P-  T path, at 
ΔFMQ + 1, anhydrite dissolution increases with increasing P and T 
up to 650°C and 3.8 GPa, decreasing at higher P and T (Fig. 2A). 
Aqueous sulfur speciation is dominated by sulfate species (up to 
1.32 mol % at 730°C and 4.3 GPa; CaSO4,aq, SO4

2−, and HSO4
−) with 

subordinate sulfite (up to 0.12 mol %; HSO3
−) and traces of sulfide 

ions (Fig. 2, C and D). The corresponding fluid S average valence 
state (AVS) is about +5.75 (fig. S4A). At lower fo2, sulfur in aqueous 
fluids is controlled by pyrite dissolution. We observe that at FMQ, 

thermodynamic modeling predicts dominant amounts of dissolved 
sulfate (up to 1.20 mol %; Fig. 2, C to F), with subordinate interme-
diate sulfite (up to 0.35 mol %) and sulfide species (H2S and HS− up 
to 0.31 mol %), and traces of radical S3

−. As P and T increase from 
560°C and 3 GPa to 730°C and 4.3 GPa, the corresponding oxidized 
sulfur AVS rises considerably from +0.38 to +4.27 (fig.  S4A). At 
even lower fo2 conditions (ΔFMQ − 1), although sulfide species 
dominate in the fluid (up to 0.80 mol %) and leading to a reduced 
S AVS that varies from −1.95 to −1.47 (fig. S4A), dissolved sulfate 
and sulfite species and sulfur radicals are predicted to be up to 
0.03 mol % (Fig. 2, C to F) along the considered P-  T path.

At all considered fo2 conditions, carbon solubility (Fig. 2B) and 
oxidized species (C4+) in fluids increase, at increasing P and 
T. At 730°C and 4.3 GPa, bicarbonate ions dominate (up to 1.34 mol 
%), with traces of CO2 (up to 0.08 mol %) and carbonate ions (up 
to 0.04 mol %; Fig. 2, G and H). Carboxylic compounds (i.e., char-
acterized by having a carboxyl group), with carbon in multiple 
intermediate valence states (e.g., C3+, C2+, and C3−), increase at 
decreasing fo2: From ΔFMQ + 1 to ΔFMQ − 1 conditions, carbox-
ylic compounds increase by one order of magnitude (from 0.001 to 
0.012 mol %). Traces of hydrocarbons are stable only at ΔFMQ − 1 
(Fig. 2, I and J). Corresponding carbon AVS slightly decreases from 
+3.98 to +3.83 with decreasing fo2 (fig. S4B).

In our modeling, the fluid speciation of dissolved S and C is de-
coupled. For example, while carbon is mostly oxidized (from dissolv-
ing carbonates), sulfur at neutral redox conditions (i.e., FMQ) is 
predicted as multiple ionic species. The carbon and sulfur speciation in 
fluids during pyrite and carbonate (aragonite) dissolution at ~730°C 
and ~4.3 GPa and at the FMQ can be schematized with a type reaction

Carbon dissolves into dominant bicarbonate ions, and sulfur speci-
ates as sulfate, sulfite, and sulfide. Although considered in the calcu-
lations, intermediate radicals, such as S3

− (42), are present in very 
subordinate amounts at the considered P-  T-  fo2 conditions. Thus, 
aqueous species covering the entire range of S valence states (from 
+6 to −2, even with intermediate values) indicate that sulfur released 
at high P and T by pyrite dissolution undergoes disproportionation 
reactions.

The oxidizing capacity of COHS fluids buffered by 
metacarbonate sediments
The predicted oxidized speciation by sulfur disproportionation on 
pyrite dissolution in metacarbonates has implications for the fluid 
potential to initiate redox reactions within the overlying mantle 
wedge. To investigate the redox capacity transferable between dif-
ferent chemical systems, specific variables, such as the specific redox 
budget (RB hereafter; see Materials and Methods) (43, 44), are better 
suited than fo2 to evaluate the transferable oxidative capacity be-
tween two separate systems (e.g., from the slab toward the overlying 
mantle) (43, 45).

In the modeled fluids, the redox capacity is controlled by C and S 
since the contribution of O, H, and Fe is negligible (figs.  S5 and 
S6, G to N). The calculated fluid RB simulates the potential redox 
impact of the fluid upon interaction with a depleted mid ocean ridge 
basalt (MORB) mantle (DMM) (46). The P-  T-  fo2 mantle model re-
ported in Fig. 3A (at P-  T conditions selected to be representative for 
a suprasubduction mantle, from 750°C and 4.3 GPa to 1010°C and 

A B

Fig. 1. Modeled P-  T conditions and simplified phase diagram. (A) Used P-  T path 
(dark blue) of the dora- Maira metamorphic complex (77) shown together with the 
reference P-  T conditions of top of cold (light blue), hot modern subduction zones 
(SZ) (red and dark red) (78), and exhumed rocks from inactive subduction zones 
(light green field) (79). dark green line represents the P-  T path of the fluid ascent 
from the slab into the deeper portion of the mantle wedge (MW) (66), used to cal-
culate mantle T(P)-  fo2 phase equilibria in Fig. 3A. (B) Simplified P-  T-  fo2 phase dia-
gram (fig. S3 for complete diagram) shows the relevant topological features for c 
and S redox- sensitive mineral phases. Mineral abbreviations after (80).
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4 GPa) shows that the DMM should be located on the reduced side 
the enstatite- magnesite- olivine- diamond oxygen buffer (EMOD) 
(47): in the diamond (C0) and pyrrhotite (S2−) stability field (red 
band in Fig. 2A). Similarly, at the same P-  T conditions, the oxidized 
side of the EMOD buffer, the carbonate (C4+) and pyrrhotite stabil-
ity field, should be representative for the fo2 conditions of the 
mantle wedge (yellow band in Fig. 3A).

In the subducting slab, anhydrite dissolution (at ΔFMQ + 1) 
climaxes at 650°C and 3.8 GPa and decreases at higher P and 
T. Relative to a diamond- pyrrhotite–bearing mantle, this results in 
an S oxidizing capacity decreasing from a maximum of +6.7 down 
to +5.4 e− mol/kgfluid, from 3.8 to 4.3 GPa (i.e., from 90% down to 
70% of total fluid RB; Fig. 3B and fig. S6A). A notable observation 
from the dataset is that fluids generated during pyrite dissolution at 
lower fo2 (i.e., FMQ) have comparable S oxidizing capacity to that at 
ΔFMQ + 1. Sulfur disproportionation highly increases the fluid 
oxidation capacity from +0.48 e− mol/kgfluid at 560°C and 3 GPa to 
+5.7 e− mol/kgfluid at 730°C and 4.3 GPa (i.e. from 50% up to 70% of 
total fluid RB; Fig. 3B and fig. S6B). At ΔFMQ − 1, pyrite dissolution 
still results in an oxidizing fluid capacity, but one order of magni-
tude is lower than at the FMQ (i.e., up to +0.2 e− mol/kgfluid or <8% 
of total fluid RB at 730°C and 4.3 GPa; Fig.  3B and fig.  S6B). In 
modeled COHS fluids, at 730°C and 4.3 GPa, carbon oxidizing RB, 
calculated relative to a diamond- pyrrhotite–bearing subarc mantle, 
increases from +2.4 to +3.3 e− mol/kgfluid as the sediment’s fo2 
decreases (i.e., from ΔFMQ + 1 to ΔFMQ − 1; Fig. 3C). These values 
are smaller than sulfur ones, accounting for 10 to 30% of the fluid 
RB at ΔFMQ + 1 and from 50 to 30% of fluid RB at FMQ (fig. S6, A 
and B). Conversely, at ΔFMQ − 1, the low RB of sulfur means that 
carbon accounts for more than 92% of the total fluid RB (fig. S6C). 
These estimates result in metacarbonate sediment’s COHS fluids 
with an overall oxidizing RB of +7.91, +8.44, and + 3.17 e− mol/
kgfluid, at ΔFMQ + 1, FMQ, and ΔFMQ − 1, respectively (Fig. 3E).

We note that in the case of a carbonate- pyrrhotite–bearing 
mantle, the redox capacity of modeled COHS fluids will be different. 
At 730°C and 4.3 GPa, dissolved sulfur RB remains unchanged rela-
tive to the RB calculated using the diamond- pyrrhotite mantle ref-
erence frame (i.e., +5.4, +5.7, and +0.2 e− mol/kgfluid from ΔFMQ 
+ 1 to ΔFMQ − 1), but that of carbon is lower: −0.01 to −0.12 e− 
mol/kgfluid (from ΔFMQ + 1 to ΔFMQ − 1; Fig. 3D). Overall, in 
such a scenario, modeled metacarbonate sediment’s COHS fluids 
will retain an oxidizing RB of +5.48, +5.6, and +0.10 e− mol/kgfluid 
from ΔFMQ + 1 to FMQ to ΔFMQ − 1, respectively (Fig. 3F). 
Sulfur accounts for >99% of high total fluid RB at ΔFMQ + 1 and at 
FMQ, while at ΔFMQ – 1, it accounts for 40 to 60% of the relatively 
low total fluid RB (fig. S6, D to F).

Metacarbonate- buffered slab sulfur oxidation
Current estimates for total sulfur flux from a downgoing slab are 
47 to 90 million tons (Mt)/year, of which 36 to 70 Mt/year are at-
tributed to subducted serpentinites and AOC (24, 48). From our 
calculations, metacarbonate sediment–derived fluids, using the fluid 
composition modeled at 4.3 GPa and 730°C for fo2 at FMQ, are 
roughly capable of a potential S flux to the mantle wedge of just 
0.22+2.17

−0.01
 Mt/year (see Materials and Methods for details on the cal-

culation). From such a low value, it is apparent that most sulfur en-
tering the subarc mantle has to be delivered by S- bearing fluids 
rising from the entire subducting slab lithologies. These fluids can 
quickly flow through fracture networks or slowly permeate and 

C D

E

r

F

G H

I J
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Fig. 2. Chemistry of aqueous solute- bearing COHS fluids as a function of P-  T-  
fo2. (A and B) S and c solubility in solute- bearing cOhS fluids as a function of P-  T-  
fo2. (C to J) evolution of c and S species groups as a function of P-  T-  fo2. the species 
have been grouped according to chemical similarities to improve the legibility of c 
and S speciation data (see table S3 for the groups’ definitions).
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reequilibrate with subducted sediments before entering the subarc 
mantle (34, 36, 49).

Therefore, we modeled the sulfur speciation of external S- bearing 
fluid infiltrating metacarbonate sediments in an open system (see 
Materials and Methods for details on the calculations). The starting 
fluid composition of S- bearing infiltrating fluids released by serpen-
tinites and AOC at subarc depths has been modeled at 4.3 GPa and 
730°C. At these conditions, serpentinite- derived fluid fo2 range from 
ΔFMQ − 4.0 to ΔFMQ + 5.0 [see the recent review of (17)], while 
AOC- derived fluids can range between FMQ and ΔFMQ + 4.0 [e.g., 
(50, 51)]. Consequently, we use a serpentinite- derived fluid compo-
sition at the FMQ and an AOC- derived fluid composition at ΔFMQ 
+ 1.0 as infiltrating fluids. Modeled fluids show a sulfur speciation 
pattern, in the presence of pyrite similar to that modeled in the 
metacarbonate system, but with lower concentrations (i.e., Fig. 4). In 
serpentinites, pyrite is present above ΔFMQ − 1.5 and is completely 
dissolved at ΔFMQ + 0.8. At the FMQ conditions, dissolved sulfur is 
0.01 mol %, and its speciation is characterized by 70% sulfate and 
sulfite species and only 30% of sulfide species (i.e., 0.012, 0.009, and 
0.008 mol %, respectively). Hence, the dissolved S AVS is +3.1 (Fig. 4A). 
In the AOC, pyrite is present above ΔFMQ − 3.0 and is completely 

dissolved at ΔFMQ + 1.2. At ΔFMQ + 1.0, dissolved sulfur is 0.23 mol 
%, speciated chiefly as oxidized sulfates and sulfites and minor sulfides 
(0.51, 0.18, and 0.006 mol %, respectively). Hence, the dissolved S AVS 
is +5.4 (Fig. 4B).

We set the infiltrated metacarbonate at the FMQ, and infiltration 
was computed at fixed P-  T (i.e., 4.3 GPa and 730°C) for the consid-
ered slab lithologies. Serpentinite- derived fluids results, on infiltra-
tion, induce metacarbonate desulfurization by pyrite dissolution 
(see fig. S7, A to C, for complete calculation results). On mixing with 
the internally derived fluid, in the presence of pyrite, dissolved sul-
fur speciation is dominated by sulfide species, progressively decreas-
ing from 0.54 to 0.30  mol % (Fig.  5A). However, once pyrite is 
exhausted, sulfur speciation is buffered by the metacarbonate min-
eral assemblage. Reacted fluid composition stabilizes after roughly 
400 mol of fluid react with 1 m3 of metacarbonate. Metacarbonate- 
buffered serpentinite fluid has sulfates dominating sulfur fluid spe-
ciation (~0.02  mol %), with only traces of dissolved sulfites and 
sulfides species (0.006 and 0.003 mol %, respectively; Fig. 5A). The 
reacted fluid has slightly higher fo2 (ΔFMQ + 0.24) and a higher 
sulfur AVS of +4.8 (Fig. 5A). Metacarbonate- buffered serpentinite 
fluids are oxidizing, both relative to a diamond- pyrrhotite–bearing 

A B

C

F

D

E

Fig. 3. Mantle P-  T-  fo2 phase diagram section at the base of the wedge and fluid RB. (A) For simplicity, only redox- sensitive mineral phase fields relevant to c and S are 
indicated. the colored fields represent the fo2 ranges for the suboceanic mantle and mantle wedge that are derived from the compilation in fig. S1 and corrected for pres-
sure along the P-  T conditions used to calculate the phase diagram (dark green line in Fig. 1A) (66). (B) S RB for a mantle in which sulfur is stable as monosulfide. (C and D) 
c RB for a mantle where carbon is stable as dia/Gr or carbonate, respectively. (E and F) total fluid RB obtained from the combination of sulfur and the two models of carbon 
RB (the contribution to the RB of O, h, and Fe is included but not shown here because of their extremely low contribution; see figs. S5 and S6, G to n).
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mantle (RB  =  +2.2 e− mol/kgfluid) and relative to a carbonate-  
pyrrhotite–bearing mantle (RB = +~0.1 e− mol/kgfluid).

The AOC- derived fluid does not lead to metacarbonate desulfur-
ization on infiltration: Pyrite remains stable because of the high dis-
solved S content (see fig. S7, D to F, for complete calculation results). 
The fluid chemistry stabilizes after mixing with the internally de-
rived metacarbonate fluid after ~700 mol. The reacted AOC- derived 
metacarbonate- buffered dissolved sulfur speciation in fluid is domi-
nated by sulfate species (~0.75 mol %), with lower sulfite (~0.17 mol 
%), and by sulfide species (0.014 mol %). The reacted fluid has higher 
fo2 (ΔFMQ + 0.75) and a higher sulfur AVS of +5.7 (Fig.  5A). 
Metacarbonate- buffered AOC fluids are oxidizing, both relative to a 
diamond- pyrrhotite–bearing mantle (RB = +7.1e− mol/kgfluid) and 
relative to a carbonate- pyrrhotite–bearing mantle (RB = ~+3.3 e− 
mol/kgfluid).

We note that sulfur disproportionation to oxidized species is 
enhanced in ultramafic and, to a lesser extent, in mafic rock compo-
sitions on equilibration with metasediments (Figs.  4 and 5). In 
metacarbonate- buffered slab fluids, the final dissolved sulfate concen-
tration increases by 50 to 70% higher than in the initial serpentinite- and 
AOC- derived fluids. In addition, in reequilibrated fluids, carbon spe-
ciation is dominated by bicarbonate and carbonate ions (fig. S7, B and 
E). These results show that C and S in serpentinite-  and AOC- derived 
fluids are reset predominantly to oxidized species on infiltration. 
Metacarbonate sediments act as oxidative filters (34) on pyrite dispro-
portionation, releasing oxidizing species into the subarc mantle.

DISCUSSION
Carbon- to- sulfur redox handover at convergent margins
Geodynamics at convergent margins governs Earth’s volatile cy-
cling from the surface to the mantle and back. Slab rocks’ pressure, 
temperature, and fo2 conditions are critical to the capacity for 

mass transport of subduction fluids to the overlying mantle wedge. 
During deep subduction (100 to 200 km), mineral dissolution can 
release a considerable fraction of carbon and sulfur due to in-
creased solubility in aqueous fluids at increasing temperatures. 
Fluid inclusions in pyrite- bearing metasediments from Lago di 
Cignana (Western Alps) provide robust direct evidence for the 
presence of dissolved SO4

2− complexes, along with carbonate and 
bicarbonate ions, in aqueous fluids released at about 110 km in depth 
during deep subduction [e.g., (20, 27, 28)].

The oxidative capacity of subduction zone fluids is determined 
by a subduction- specific combination of several interplaying fac-
tors: (i) subducted rocks and released fluids’ redox state, (ii) the 
available fluid mass and flux (i.e., dehydration reaction rate), (iii) 
the availability of soluble redox- sensitive elements, and (iv) redox 
condition of mantle wedge rocks. Given the widespread occurrence 
of subducted sediment signatures in arc magmatism (52), believed 
to result from the influence of sediment- buffered slab fluids, it is 
reasonable to assume that fluid transport in the uppermost section 
of a subducting slab at subarc depths occurs by porous flow. Such a 
process, as also shown here, is fully capable of resetting serpentinite- 
derived and AOC- derived fluid chemistry to that of the sediment 
layer within a few meters of infiltration (34, 36).

The oxidation potential of metacarbonate- buffered COHS slab 
fluids can thus be evaluated by estimating the time necessary (i.e., 
the efficiency) to oxidize the subarc mantle by fluids released by all 
slab lithologies, starting from a DMM (see Materials and Methods). 
Initiation of arc magmatism, marking the first effect of subduction 
fluids on the mantle wedge, occurs within 1 to 33 million years (Myr) 
(clustering at 7 Myr) from subduction initiation (10, 52, 53), signal-
ing the arrival of the slab at subarc depths. Composite COHS fluids 
derived by combining a serpentinite- derived and AOC- derived fluid 
buffered by metacarbonate sediments and the internally derived 
metacarbonate sediment fluid have been mass- balanced with H2O 

A B C

Fig. 4. Dissolved sulfur chemistry and stable sulfur mineral phases at 4.3 GPa and 730°C and as a function of fo2 for representative subducted lithologies. Shown 
are the calculated sulfur speciation, total dissolved sulfur, and sulfur AvS in a fluid in equilibrium with (A) a representative serpentinite, (B) the AOc, and (C) the reference 
metacarbonate dM675. the stable mineral assemblage and the corresponding phase diagrams for serpentinite, AOc, and dM675 are reported in fig. S3. Unfeaseability 
regions in (A) and (B) are due to the complete dissolution of sulfur into the fluid phase, making data on modeled fluid composition at these conditions potentially uncon-
strained from a mass- balance point of view. Anhydrite stability is shown as a reference and has been calculated by suppressing mineral dissolution during modeling.
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fluxes from downgoing slabs globally, which greatly vary from 180 
to 800 Mt/year of H2O (see Materials and Methods for details) (54). 
At these conditions, the subarc mantle can be oxidized to the car-
bonate stability field (i.e., to the EMOD buffer) within 0.23 to 1.00 Myr 
after subduction initiation, depending on the H2O flux at subarc 
depths (Figs. 6 and 7). For an averaged slab fluid flux of 490 Mt/year 
of H2O, metacarbonate- buffered COHS slab fluids (i.e., dominated by 
C4+ and S6+ ± S4+ species) will oxidize the subarc mantle within 
2.3 to 8 Myr to average fo2 values of ΔFMQ − 0.65 to ΔFMQ + 0.85 
(i.e., that of the deep subarc mantle) (55). Obtained timing indi-
cates wedge oxidation as a fast process, matching the timeframe 
of the beginning of arc magmatism. Higher or lower fluid fluxes re-
sult in 1.4 to 4.7 Myr to 6 to 21 Myr of time required to oxidize the 
subarc mantle, respectively (Figs. 6 and 7). Such a range of values 
can reflect differences in slab fluid production rate, slab geome-
tries—and consequently, the volume of mantle wedge to be affected—
and porosity- dependent fluid transfer rate through the downgoing 
slab and the subarc mantle. For example, 10 Myr after subduction 
initiation, the subarc mantle redox state can span ~2.5 log fo2 units 
solely due to different fluid influxes into the mantle wedge. Criti-
cally, such a value matches the spread observed in subarc mantle 
xenoliths (i.e., ~2.5 log fo2 units; fig. S1B). High oxidation rates, in 
the order of ≪5 Myr, by short- timescale fluid- mediated slab com-
ponent addition (from <0.01 to 0.15 Myr) to the arc magma gen-
eration region, are also suggested by 238U-  230Th, 235U-  231Pa and 
226Ra-  230Th disequilibrium in arc lavas [e.g., (56, 57)].

Such a fast oxidation rate of the mantle wedge driven by slab- 
derived COHS fluids appears to be substantially influenced by 
dissolved oxidized sulfur, which assumes that sufficient sulfur is 
present in the subducting slab. As an example (see Supplementary 
Text for a detailed explanation of this mass- balance constraint), a 
mass- balance calculation can be based on the AOC as the primary 
source (71% of total sulfur influx) (24). Our modeling shows that 
1 m3 of AOC containing 0.06 mol % of pyrite at 4.3 GPa, 730°C, and 
ΔFMQ + 1 releases 22,878 mol of fluid, of which 51.95 mol are of 
sulfur with an AVS of +5.41. At 4.27 GPa and 780°C, in 1 m3 of 
overlying DMM with an average fo2 of −1.94 Δlog units, the oxi-
dation of 38.54 mol of Fe2+ to Fe3+ is necessary to match the oxidized 
mantle wedge’s conditions. Upon reduction during mantle wedge 
oxidation, the dissolved sulfur in the AOC- derived fluid can oxidize 
7.41 mol of Fe2+ to Fe3+, providing an oxidative capacity to oxidize 
384.84 mol of Fe2+. This is sufficient to increase the redox state by 
~2 log fo2 units in 6.3 m3 of DMM. The presented values are yet 
another way to showcase the high oxidative capacity of sulfur- 
bearing fluids.

In the mantle wedge, most peridotites lie below the EMOD buffer, 
and at these conditions, the reduction of carbonates in aqueous fluids 
to diamond or graphite, depending on pressure, will increase mantle 
fo2 [e.g. (47, 58)]. Our modeling shows, however, that sulfur in fluids 
released by sulfide mineral dissolution bears the most oxidative 
capacity due to disproportionation as sulfate, sulfite, and sulfide 
species. Sulfur disproportionation in fluids is a crucial process that 
enables reduced subarc subducting rocks to acquire an unexpected 
oxidative capacity that is then transferred to the mantle wedge by 
released fluids.

Carbon and sulfur promote mantle wedge oxidation. Complex 
COHS fluids, carrying oxidized carbon (C4+) and sulfur (S6+ ± S4+) 
in different proportions, have a high oxidative capacity, potentially 
increasing mantle fo2 above the EMOD buffer very shortly from 

A

B

Fig. 5. Oxidation of dissolved sulfur in serpentinite- derived and AOC- derived 
fluids infiltrating 1 m3 of metacarbonate rocks at subarc depths. (A) Reported 
fluid data for a serpentinite- derived fluid infiltrating and reequilibrating with refer-
ence metacarbonate dM675. (B) Reported fluid data for an AOc- derived fluid infil-
trating and reequilibrating with reference metacarbonate dM675. the changes to 
other fluid species, to the stable mineral phases, and to the fluid RB for both sce-
narios are reported in fig. S7.
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subduction initiation (<1 Myr; Fig. 7). At fo2 values above this reaction, 
carbonates and CO2 will be present in peridotites, considerably 
reducing aqueous carbon oxidizing capacity. Consequently, further 
increase in mantle wedge redox state to FMQ and ΔFMQ + 1 values 
requires the reduction of S+6 and S4+ in fluids.The overall mantle 
wedge oxidation process at arc magma genesis depth depends on the 
H2O flux and, thus, the P-  T conditions at which the dehydration 
reactions initiate. Cold subduction zones are more likely to be char-
acterized by high fluid fluxes (54), thus reaching the condition of a 
fully oxidized mantle wedge (i.e., by increasing fo2 of ~3 log units) 
faster than hot ones (i.e., <5 Myr) (59). Whatever the case, the 
modeled oxidation rate suggests that the subarc mantle is fully 
oxidized over the entire duration of the arc magmatic activity. 
Mantle wedge oxidation shortly after subduction onset profoundly 
influences the cycling of redox- sensitive elements, the overall mass 
transport of trace elements, and the nature of volcanic gasses (e.g., 
CO2 and SO2), ensuring continuity in deep volatile cycles, further 
promoting the planet’s habitability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Thermodynamic modeling (models construction 
and assumptions)
All phase equilibrium calculations were performed by free energy min-
imization using Perple_X (version 6.9.1, last accessed 2 December 
2022, for all calculations except “0- dimensional (0D) infiltration,” for 
which 7.1.1., last accessed 13 July 2023, due to better troubleshooting 
capabilities) (60). All the rock bulk and infiltrating fluid compositions 
used in all the below thermodynamic calculations are reported in 
table S2. The condensed phase and molecular volatile species data from 

(61) (revised 2018, version DS6.22) and solute species data from the 
DEW/HKF model of (62) (revised 2017) have been used. The proper-
ties of H2O, CO2, CH4, H2S, and C2H6 were described using the solvent 
reference state, whereas, because of their negligible abundance, CO 
and SO2 were described relative to the solute reference state. The equa-
tion of state of (63) was used to compute the properties of pure H2O 
and CO2, and the modified Redlich- Kwong equation of state of (64) 
was used to compute the properties of all other solvent species and the 
activities of all solvent species. For the carbonate sediment composition 
[Ca- Mg- Fe- Si- C- O2- H2- S2, CMFS- COHS system; DM675; for details 
on the composition, see (39, 40)], the closed system phase equilibria 
were calculated with the “Lagged Speciation” algorithm (an iterative 
version of the back- calculation algorithm) (60, 65). The solid solution 
models used for the chemical phase diagram calculations for DM675 
are reported in table S6.

The DM675 T(P)-  fo2 chemical phase diagram (Fig. 1B and fig. S3) 
has been calculated along the prograde Brossasco- Isasca Unit 
(BIU; major UHP unit of the Dora- Maira Massif ) P-  T path by 
calculating two different but contiguous phase diagrams with the 
use of two different polynomial equations (table S1). For the T(P)-
  fo2 mantle phase diagrams (Fig. 3A), the composition of the DMM 
from (46) has been used. The solid solution models used for DMM’s 
chemical phase diagram calculations are reported in table S6. The 
calculations have been performed along the potential P-  T path of 
the fluid ascent from the slab into the deeper portion of the mantle 
wedge (66).

The sulfur speciation data shown in Fig. 4 have been calculated 
as closed system chemical phase diagrams (using Lagged Speciation 
algorithm) in a restricted P-  T-  fo2 range (727° to 731°C; −10 < fo2 < 
−16; fig. S3), along the same P-  T path used for the DM675 T(P)-  fo2 
chemical phase diagram (Fig. 1B and fig. S3). The calculated specia-
tion, for straightforward comparison with that of DM675, has been 
evaluated at fixed P-  T conditions (730°C and 4.3 GPa) and in a fo2 
range between ΔFMQ − 3.5 and ΔFMQ + 2.0. The lithotypes for 
which the calculations have been performed are the major ones be-
ing currently subducted:

1) Serpentinite, Ca- S–bearing [S: 641 parts per million (ppm)] 
and hydrated KLB- 1 composition [from (67)] modified follow-
ing (17).

2) AOC, using the Honshu bulk composition (S: 850 ppm) 
from (14).

The solid solution models used for the chemical phase diagram 
calculations for serpentinite and AOC are reported in table S6. The 
additional (relative to the DM675 calculations) stable pure phases 
are lawsonite and coesite.

Open- system “0D infiltration” calculations have been performed 
to test what might be the nature of fluids rising from within the slab 
(chiefly from the serpentinised mantle and from the AOC) after 
having interacted with 1 m3 of DM675- like metacarbonate sediment 
sitting atop the subducting pile. Here, the limit case of pure porous 
flow has been modeled. In this way, the maximum reequilibration 
between the infiltrating external fluids and the metacarbonate is 
guaranteed. Modeling has been performed in steps of 1 mol of fluid 
aliquot infiltrating and subsequently fractionating the system 
1000 times, meaning that at the end of the calculations, 1000 mol of 
fluids have infiltrated 1 m3 of DM675- like metacarbonate sediment. 
The fluid has been fractionated in such a way that the fluid porosity 
would be <1 vol %, which is a reasonably low value that still allows 
simulating an effective fluid porosity within a slab at subarc depths 

Fig. 6. Time-  fo2 evolution for a DMM mantle by interaction with COHS fluids 
metacarbonate- buffered slab fluids as a function of H2O flux to the subarc 
mantle. the time span intercurred between subduction initiation and arc magma-
tism onset for subduction zones that have been active during the cenozoic and the 
late cretaceous is taken from (53, 81). *data from (53). **data from (81). ***two 
ages for the same subduction zone from (53) and (81).
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(0.01 to 4 vol %) as derived from petrologic studies [e.g., (68)]. The 
solid solution models used for the 0D infiltration calculations are 
reported in table S6. No additional pure phase has been predicted.

Fluids are generally thought to be released as soon as they are 
produced and reach a critical volume fraction sufficient to form 
either an interconnected porous flow or to coalesce into a vein 
system. However, the results and calculations presented here have 
been conducted in a closed system along the entire prograde P-  T 
path. This is justified when UHP peak fluid inclusion composition 
has been reproduced by thermodynamic modeling simulating 
closed system behavior [compare (39)]. Moreover, as shown in 
magnetotelluric imaging (69) and thermomechanical modeling 
(70), the bulk of subduction- zone fluids is likely to escape the slab 

at subarc depths, thus requiring a mostly closed system behavior 
at least until subarc depths are reached. The composition of all 
fluids rising through the slab will be reset in the thin dissolving 
sedimentary layer sitting atop the subducting plate within a few 
meters upon arrival in the sediment column (36). Similarly, the 
slab’s fluid oxidizing capacity, necessary to oxidize the subarc 
mantle, is imposed by the sediment’s redox- sensitive mineral 
assemblage (34). This was further tested by performing open- 
system 0D infiltration calculations, confirming these observations.

Given the complete lack of information regarding the sediment’s 
fo2 evolution at subarc depths [only existing information is for 
particularly oxidized sediments equilibrated at forearc conditions 
(34) and for some marbles (71), at P < 1.5 GPa], the thermodynamic 
model has been explored along profiles at fixed fo2. Nevertheless, 
the explored fo2 range is compatible with what can be reasonably 
expected in sediment at subarc depth by applying the same change 
of fo2, with increasing depth, observed for the mantle: a decrease of 
0.5 log fo2 per 1 GPa of pressure increase. Starting from the cluster-
ing in fo2 estimates for sediments, especially marbles, reported by 
(34), around ΔFMQ + 2.5 at 1.5 and 3.5 GPa, sediments might be at 
ΔFMQ + 1.5, and 4.5 GPa might be at ΔFMQ + 0.5.

Average valence state
The AVS of an element E (both in the rock assemblage and the fluid), 
characterized by n possible valence state values, has been calculated 
as the weighted average

Where VSi is the value of the valence states that can be acquired by 
element E (e.g., for C, −4 < VSi < +4), EVSi are the moles of element 
E with the valence state VSi. The data necessary for each species are 
reported in table S4 and S5.

Redox budget
The RB (43) is an extensive variable describing a geologic system’s 
oxidizing/reducing capacity and is determined by the quantity of 
redox- sensitive elements present and their valence state. It is calcu-
lated on the basis of the number of moles of electrons that need to be 
added to a geologic system to reach a predetermined redox ref-
erence state

where ni is the number of moles of redox- sensitive element i and vi 
is the number of electrons required to take one mole of element i at 
a specific initial valence state to the reference valence state. Here, we 
calculated the RB of fluids by determining the valence state of each 
redox- sensitive element in each species present in the fluid, and 
from there, the abundance of the redox- sensitive elements in all 
their possible valence state was calculated. This has been used to 
calculate the AVS of element i, which is the value used to calculate 
the difference between the reference valence state (in the mantle) 
and the fluid valence state. To better quantify redox fluxes, the RB has 
been dimensioned as a specific quantity, i.e., as a specific RB (e− mol/
kgfluid) (44), following the below conversion passages

RB =
∑

i

nivi

vi = (vsample − vreference)

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the presented model (not to scale). Solute- 
bearing aqueous cOhS equilibrated with subducted metacarbonates sediments, 
in which carbonates are dissolving, and pyrite is disproportioning into the fluid, 
rising through the base of the subarc mantle, oxidizing it over time. hence, cOhS 
fluids oxidize the mantle wedge to the point of stabilizing carbonates (i.e., reaching 
the eMOd buffer), c loses its oxidizing capacity (it only carbonates the mantle), and 
only S can further increase mantle wedge fo2.
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Sulfur RB has been calculated for atomic S and not diatomic S2.

Calculation of mantle oxidation evolution over time
To test whether the modeled fluids and associated RB are to be 
compared with observed oxygen fugacities, a relation correlating 
them is necessary. Evans and Tomkins (72) and Evans (43) have 
proposed multiple arbitrary functions relating the fo2 and the 
specific RB of a C- free but with a combination of H2O- bearing or 
S- bearing (with different concentrations) depleted subarc mantle 
compositions (DMM) (46) at 1200°C and 1 GPa. As (72) pointed 
out, different mantle compositions at different P-  T conditions 
will be characterized by different buffering capacities. Neverthe-
less, these calculations must be based on simplifying assump-
tions, with significant errors arising from using average values 
and a simplistic model. Thus, the obtained data must be considered 
semiquantitative at best.

Two relations between mantle fo2 and specific RB have been cal-
culated for the mantle modeled in Fig. 3A: a DMM (46) with 119 ppm 
of S and with 52 ppm of C [upper value of (73) due to changing 
concentration with depth of (74)]. The increase in Fe3+ as mantle’s 
fo2 increase has been calculated at fixed P-  T (4.27 GPa and 780°C). 
Since, in the calculated model, diamond is oxidized to dolomite 
(i.e., EMOD oxygen buffer) (47) at roughly ΔFMQ − 1.4, the spe-
cific RB necessary to oxidize such a mantle suddenly increases at this 
reaction. This means a single and continuous function relating fo2 
and RB could not be derived. Thus, one function has been fitted for 
a diamond- bearing mantle and one for a carbonate- bearing mantle. 
In Fig. 3A it is also shown that pyrrhotite is substituted by pyrite at 
roughly ΔFMQ − 0.65. However, such a reaction translates to a 
10−5 change to the mantle’s specific RB. Moreover, the pyrite field in 
Fig. 3A appears to close outside the modeled P-  T range. For these 
reasons, the transition to a pyrite- bearing from a pyrrhotite- bearing 
mantle has been ignored since the error introduced is negligible. 
Following (43) and (72), the chosen functions, although arbitrary, 
are the simplest ones capable of replicating the mantle fo2- specific 
RB relationships (fig. S8)

Because of the discontinuous nature of Eqs. 1 and 2, as shown in 
fig. S8, once the calculation for ΔFMQDMMDia reached the EMOD, it 
is necessary to switch to Eq. 2. However, it is necessary to add, to the 

result obtained by Eq. 2, the difference in ΔFMQ between the last 
value obtained by Eq. 1 and the first value obtained from Eq. 2 and 
then recalculate. This is needed to avoid an apparent reduction of 
the mantle due to the topology of the two equations. In Eqs. 1 and 2, 
RBDMMDia is calculated as

while RBDMMDol is calculated as

Here, MM is the mass of the mantle (3.64 × 1024 kg), t is time in years, 
RBDMM

initial
Dia

 and RBDMM
initial
Dol

 are the specific mantle RB calculated at 
the average fo2 of the DMM and EMOD buffer, respectively. f is the 
proportion (i.e., volume) of the affected subarc mantle. Assuming (in 
a lithostatic configuration) an arc crust of 30 km in thickness (with a 
density of 2750 kg/m3), modeled fluids enter the subarc mantle at a 
depth of ~139 km and interact with the mantle up to 2.2 GPa (i.e., up 
to ~72 km in depth assuming a mantle density of 3369.7 kg/m3,value 
derived from the calculated model and used for consistency). This 
pressure value has been chosen as an average value due to carbonates 
undergoing decarbonation reactions in the mantle at 2.6 to 1.8 GPa 
and between 1000° and 1400°C [e.g., (75), and references therein]. 
Given a trench- to- arc distance of ~97 km and a 55° slab dip, the final 
volume of mantle considered to be effectively interacting with slab 
fluids is 67 km in depth (SubdDepth), 47 km in width (SubdArc; i.e., 
horizontal distance, at 72 km in depth, between the slab and the verti-
cal line connecting the volcanic arc and the location of fluid escape 
from the slab modeled here), and 44,450 km in length (SubdLength; 
global horizontal slab length) (76). Thus

Last, Global RBMantleDia
Fluid

 and Global RBMantleDol
Fluid

 are the specific fluid 
RB (expressed as e− mol/kgfluid), relative to a diamond- bearing and 
a dolomite- bearing mantle. They have been obtained by mass bal-
ancing the corresponding specific RB of serpentinite- derived and 
AOC- derived fluids after equilibration with 1 m3 of metacarbonate 
sediments (Fig. 5 and fig. S7). These fluids have been scaled such 
that serpentinite- derived and AOC- derived fluids constitute 48 and 
43% of the total fluid flux at subarc depth (70), respectively. The 
remaining 9% will be represented by metacarbonate- derived fluid 
calculated at the FMQ buffer (Fig. 2, E and F) Such a composite 
fluid composition has been further mass- balanced with the global 
H2O flux produced by global subductions between 100 and 150 km 
[1.8 × 1011 to 8.0 × 1011 kg/year; estimated by (54)]. Assuming that 
all subduction zone fluids are fully chemically reset by interacting 
with the subducted sediments before entering the subarc mantle (34, 
36), the H2O flux has been assumed to be entirely equilibrated with a 
sediment column composed solely of metacarbonate sediments. 
Overall, these calculations allow for the drawing of a relation between 
the time it takes for a fluid with a specific redox capacity to oxidize 
the subarc mantle from a starting fo2 value to a desired one. In the 
presented model, the starting value is the average fo2 of a reduced 
DMM (i.e., ΔFMQ − 1.94) at depth.
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=E(g)
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∑

Efluid(g)

�

⋅ 1000 = E
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)
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E
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⋅ (vsample−vreference)=RB

(

e−mol

kgfluid

)

ΔFMQDMMDia
= 6.65310538 + 1.92522872 ⋅ ln(RBDMMDia) (1)

ΔFMQDMMDol
= 10.92384084 + 3.56279812 ⋅ ln(RBDMMDol) (2)

RBDMMDia
=RBDMM

initial

Dia
+

Global RB
DMMDia

Fluid
⋅ t

MM ⋅ f
(3)

RBDMMDol = RBDMM
initial
Dol

+
Global RB

DMMDol

Fluid
⋅ t

MM ⋅ f
(4)

f =
MM

SubdLength ⋅ SubdDepth ⋅ SubdArc ⋅ 0.5 ⋅ 10
9∗ρM

= 0.00064 (5)
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Mass- balance calculations
Evaluation of the potential dissolved S flux from subducted meta-
carbonate sediments globally. The flux has been calculated as

where M is the mass of the calculated fluid at 730°C, 4.3 GPa, and at the 
FMQ buffer produced by 1 m3 of metacarbonate sediment (55.48 kg). 
VCar is the volume (in cubic meters) of the subducted carbonate 
sediments, which is given by the median carbonate proportion (42 m) 
(37) at the trench multiplied by the total length of subduction zones 
worldwide (44,450 km) (76). S.R. is the median subduction rate 
(0.062 m/year) from (70). [S]Fluid is the concentration of S, for the 
fluid modeled in equilibrium with the DM675 metacarbonate system 
at the above P-  T-  fo2 conditions, as weight % (3.396 wt %).
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